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Abstract 
Let u(t, x), t ~ ~, be an adapted process parametrized bya variable x in some metric space X, 
p(~o, dx) a probability kernel on the product of the probability space ~ and the Borel sets of X. 
We deal with the question whether the Stratonovich integral of u(., x) with respect to a Wiener 
process on Q and the integral of u(t,.) with respect o the random measure/~(., dx) can be 
interchanged. This question arises, for example, in the context of stochastic differential equa- 
tions. Here p(., dx) may be a random Dirac measure 6,(dx), where ~/appears as an anticipative 
initial condition. We give this random Fubini-type theorem a treatment which is mainly based 
on ample applications of the real variable continuity lemma of Garsia, Rodemich and Rumsey. 
As an application of the resulting "uniform Stratonovich calculus" we give a rigorous verifica- 
tion of the diagonalization algorithm of a linear system of stochastic differential equations. 
Keywords: Parametrized Stratonovich integrals; Anticipative calculus; Stochastic differential 
equations; Random dynamical systems; Multiplicative rgodic theory 
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1. Introduction 
In the theory of random dynamical systems two well-established mathematical 
cultures meet, overlap, and sometimes collide. While the key object of dynamical 
systems and their ergodic theory is a flow (0t) of mappings of the probability triple 
(~2, F, P) which leaves P invariant, and "time" is purely algebraic, the key object of 
stochastic analysis is a filtration (F,) c F which allows to study evolution in time. 
De Sam Lazaro and Meyer (1971, 1975) were the first who clearly spelled out this 
gap and made a first attempt to bridge it with their theory of filtered flows 
(Q, F, P, (03, (F,)). This approach was later continued by Protter (1986). 
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The door between stochastic analysis and dynamical systems was really opened 
around 1980 by the discovery that a stochastic differential equation 
dxt =fo(x,) dx + ~ fj(xt) o dWj  (1) 
j= l  
in R d with smooth coefficients fj and independent Wiener processes W j generates 
a two-parameter flow of diffeomorphisms 
4~s,,(co):0~d--,l~ d  COeO, 
i,e. a two-parameter family of random mappings for which 
~b~,~=id, ~b~,t=~b,,,o~b~,, for all s, t, ue  R+ 
holds. See Kunita (1990) for an up-to-date account and more references. Introducing 
the vector field valued Brownian motion 
F(x, t) = go(X) + ~ w,%(x), 
j= l  
x e ~a, t ~ ~ +, we see that ~b solves the equation 
~F(~bs,.x,°du) if s~<t, 
q~s, tx -x= - ~ F(c~s, ux, odu) if s >~ t, 
where ~ F(. ,  o du) denotes the Stratonovich backward integral. For the definition of 
the forward and backward integral see Kunita (1990) and Arnold and Scheutzow 
(1995). If, as for the Lebesgue integral, we introduce the convention 
F(.,odu) := - F(. ,odu) i fs>~t, 
we have just one equation on all of N+, namely 
Os, tx = x + f[  F(4)s, ux,°du), s, t e ~+, 
or, in short, symbolic form. 
d~b = F(q~,o dt). (2) 
We can easily extend this calculus at no extra cost from 1~ + to the whole time axis 
by starting from a Brownian motion with time parameter in N, i.e. two independent 
Brownian motions, each one of which starts at 0, the one on the positive half axis 
running forward in time, the one on the negative half axis backward, and with 
canonical filtration Fs ~ a(W~ J' <~j ~, <~ t, com- = -W~.s<~u,v<~t ,  1 <~m), s , t~ s 
pleted by the nullsets of P. Eq. (1) is then a stochastic differential equation on N. 
To turn to ergodic theory, we introduce the family of shifts 0 = (Ot)t ~ R by defining 
Otco := co(t +.) - co(t), t e ~, 
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on our stochastic basis, the canonical Wiener space (~2, F, P, FJ)). It is measure 
preserving (and ergodic) and filtered in the sense of 0~ 1F~ t + u = F~ ,. One can prove that 
there is a version of ~b(t, co) := qSo,~(co), t • ~, co • (~, denoted by the same symbol, 
which is even a perfect cocycle over O, i.e. which satisfies the equation 
4)(t, co)x = x + f l  FCdp(s, co)x,,,ds)(co), t • R, o) • Q, x • N a, 
and the perflect cocycle property 
4(0, cot=id ,  c~(s+t, co)=4)(t, Osco)°(o(s, co) fo ra l l s ,  teR ,  co•g2 
(see Arnold and Scheutzow, 1995). We call such a pair (0, 4)) a (smooth) random 
dynamical system, and O = (O3,~ ~ with 
O,(co, x) := (0,co, 4)(t, co)x), co ~ ~, x • ~a, 
the corresponding skew product .flow. It satisfies 
Oo=id ,  O~.t = O,~'Os. 
If we try to solve certain basic problems of dynamical systems for the cocycle 
4, a whole string of"obstacles" appears, some of which are briefly sketched below. The 
common feature of those "obstacles" will turn out to be the appearance of "anticipa- 
tive" phenomena. 
One of the central objects of interest in ergodic theory are invariant measures. In 
our context, an invariant measure I~ for q~ is a probabil ity measure on (f2 x R e, 
F ® B(IRd)) for which 
(i) the marginal of Ft on f~ is P, 
(ii) Od~ = for all t • JR. 
Such a measure can be uniquely characterized through its factorization by means of 
a probabil ity kernel (co, B) ~ go,(B), o3 • fL B • B(~d), i.e. 
/~(dco, dx) = po,(dx)P(dco). 
Then property (ii) of/~ reads 
~b(t, co)/~o~ =/~0,o, for P - a.a. co • ~, all t • R. 
We stress that this concept of invariant measure xtends the classical one related to 
the Markov semigroup 
p( t ,x ,B )=P(c~( t , . )x•B) ,  t >>,O. 
The latter coincides with the former in the deterministic case, but is too narrow in the 
stochastic ase since it does not yield all relevant invariant measures. In fact, those for 
which E(p.) = p solves the Fokker -P lanck  equation 
1 m 
Y.f/, L*p=O where L=fo+~=l  
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are exactly those for which ~o ~ #o,(B) is F_°~-measurable for B e B(~d), and 
conversely 
lim 4 , ( -  t,.) lp = ~. 
t ~ o'2_, 
is an F°~-measurable invariant measure (see Le Jan, 1987; Crauel, 1991). The 
a-algebras with - oc or oc as indices are obtained from the filtration in the obvious 
way. However, typically the mappings co ~ I~,(B), B e B(~d), will only be FS~- 
measurable and will contain information also about the future of the Wiener process. 
Simple examples come from the affine cocycle 
x ~-, c~(t,.)x = exp(tA)x + ~i exp((t - s) A) dWs 
in ~d generated by 
dx, = Axtdt + d Wt 
with a d-dimensional Wiener process W and hyperbolic A (see Arnold and Crauel, 
1992). 
The first and for this paper central anticipative problem arises when we have to 
integrate a stochastic integral with spatial parameter x with respect o the non- 
adapted kernel ~.(dx), and prove a Fubini-type theorem about the interchangeability 
of it.(dx) and the Stratonovich integration odW with respect o a one-dimensional 
Wiener process W. I f -  and this is the case in many important examples - #. = 3, is 
a random invariant Dirac measure, given by a random vector q for which 
4)(t,.)q = q(Ot) 
holds, the problem is contained in the decision whether ~b(t,.)I/is in fact a solution of 
(2) with anticipative initial value Xo -- q, i.e. whether 
O(t, .)t 1 = q + ~ F(c/)(s, .)q, ods) (3) 
holds. Namely, this amounts to proving that the right-hand side of (3) makes sense 
and the substitution rule 
fl F(4)(s..)x.°ds)l~=,= fl F(4)(s..),.c~ds). 
the Dirac measure version of the Fubini-type theorem, holds. Sections 3-6 which 
constitute the core of this paper will be concerned with this first problem in a fairly 
general setting. 
In the final section, we shall apply our general results to an important preliminary 
step of the stochastic normal form theory (see Arnold and Xu, 1992), namely, to bring 
the linear stochastic differential equation 
dr, = Aovtdt + ~ A jv t°dW/  (4) 
j= l  
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into normal form, i.e. if possible into diagonal form. Eq. (4) is the linearization of(l) in 
the case~(0) =0, for Aj = D~(0), 0 ~< j ~< m. This is a matter of simple linear algebra in 
the deterministic case, but, as we will see, needs the multiplicative ergodic theorem as 
well as the substitution formula in the stochastic setting. The muhiplicative rgodic 
theorem for the linear cocycle 4~ over (03 which solves (4) states (see Oseledets, 1968) 
that there is an invariant set Q of full P-measure, a family of numbers 2~ > ... > 2p 
with multiplicities dl, ..., dp such that dl + .-. + dp = d (called Lyapunov spectrum 
of 4~) and a family of random subspaces E~ . . . . .  Ep of R e depending measurably on 
o) such that for each 02 • 
• R d = E~(02) ® ... ® Ep(02) with dim El(02 ) = di, and ~(t, 02)Ei(02 ) = El(O,02), t • ~, 
l <~ i <<. p, 
• the Lyapunov exponents 2 -+ (co, v) = limt~ + < (1/t)ln 1] ¢(t, 02)v II exist for each 
v # 0, and 2+(02, v) = 2-(02, v) = .;~ iff t" • E~(02)'\{0}, 1 ~< i ~< p. 
Obviously, the multiplicative rgodic theorem can serve as a random substitute for 
deterministic linear algebra. It therefore nables us to do all things for random 
dynamical systems which linear algebra does in the local theory of smooth dynamical 
systems, such as e.g. invariant manifolds, normal forms, local bifurcation theory. 
However, the fact that the "random eigenspaces" or Oseledets paces E~ depend by 
construction on the whole history F~'~ of the Wiener process (with the exceptions E1 
resp. Ep which are measurable with respect o F(2 ~ resp. Fg ~) constitutes the "basic 
contradiction" between ergodic theory and stochastic analysis. It has to be resolved 
for the treatment of a whole list of anticipative problems (see Arnold, 1995). We 
believe that if anticipative calculus can handle those problems, this will constitute an 
important and significant application of it. 
2 Notat ion  and prel iminaries 
In finite-dimensional Euclidean space, the usual norm is denoted by I.], and 
Lebesgue measure on its Borel sets sometimes by 2. We have to consider special 
classes of functions defined on R e and taking their values in R e for d, e • N. For 
example, for m • N the space of functions for which continuous partial derivatives up 
to order m exist, is written C". Partial derivatives will be given the symbol 
D~ for a multi-index c~ • gd+. 
&?. . .  ~x~  
In abuse of this notation, we shall sometimes write D~ for g/Ox~ or D~j for (O/Ox~) ~/~xj, 
1 <. i,.i % d, and Of for the Jacobian of a differentiable map . f= (f~ . . . . . .  ("). For 
,f: Ra _+ [~e, m E Z +, 6 > 0 let 
Iklll., = sup [.f(x)[ + ~ sup LD~f(x)l, 
]D~.f(x) -- D~f(y)l 
IIJH,,+o= PIf}J,,+ ~ sup i<-,,x.y~".~*~' Ix --3'1 0 
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Then 
C~' = {f: IIflf,, < oo}, C~ ''a = {f: Ilfllm+a < oo}. 
For example, C °'1 is the space of globally Lipschitz functions. 
We often work in general metric spaces (X, d) in which the e-ball centered at z e X is 
denoted by K~(z). If(Y, p) is another metric space, and f:  (X, d) --, (Y, p) is a mapping, 
we write 
f :X  x X \A  ~ a+, (s, t) ~-, p ( f (s ) , f ( t ) ) ,  (5) 
d(s, t) 
where A = {(s, t) E X x X: s = t}. We emphasize that fdepends on the metric in the 
image space, and we will be more explicit at places where this might cause confusion. 
For a finite measure space (X',A, ~) and q ~> 1, the usual q-norm will be denoted by 
II. PIq. If X'  = X1 x X, A = A1 ® B(X),  /~ = p l ® #z for measures #1 on A1, p2 on B(X)  
and K c X is compact, we sometimes write for a measurable function 
f: (X', d) ~ ( Y, p) 
I[fllq,K = ( f (x l ,  S, t ) )qpl (dXl) lA2(ds) l . t2(dt)  , 
lxK×K 
wheref is  given by (5). In case confusion can arise as to which measure space [[. ]]q 
refers to, we shall be more explicit. 
The stochastic processes we shall be concerned with are parametrized either by 
[0, I] or by ~+. For f :  JR+ --* ~, and an interval J = [sj, ts] c ~+, we denote 
Aj f  =f ( t j )  - f ( s j ) .  
A O-sequence of partitions (J,), ~ ~ of [0, 1] is a nested sequence of partitions of [0, 1] 
by intervals, for which 
IJ,[ = sup I t j  -- Sj[ " *0  
JEJ n 
as n --* oo. Our basic probability space is the m-dimensional canonical Wiener space 
(~2, F, P), enlarged such as to carry an m-dimensional "Brownian motion" indexed by 
~. More precisely, O = C(~, ~"~) is the set of continuous functions on ~ with values in 
W", F the a-algebra of Borel sets with respect to uniform convergence on compacts of 
~, P the probability measure on F for which the canonical Wiener process 
W, = (W, ~ . . . .  , Wt'), t ~ ~, satisfies that both (Wt), >~o and (W-,)t  >~o are usual m- 
dimensional Brownian motions. The natural filtration {Fs t = a(W,: s <~ u <<. t): 
~s  ~< t ~ ~} of W is assumed to be completed by the P-nullsets in F. In the following 
three sections we shall for simplicity work on one-dimensional Wiener space paramet- 
rized by [0, 1] instead of [~. 
3. An extension of the lemma of Garsia, Rodemich and Rumsey 
The crucial tool on which we shall base our "uniform Stratonovich calculus" 
consists in an extensive use of the continuity lemma of Garsia, Rodemich, and 
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Rumsey. Originally, we just wanted to quote one of the modern versions used in 
stochastics as presented, for example, by Barlow and Yor (1982) or Heinkel (1981), and 
which meets our needs to give moduli of continuity for more general convex functions 
than just the ones generating the LP-norms for p > 1 (see Heinkel, 1981; Talagrand, 
1990) on the one hand, and is valid for Banach space valued processes as well on the 
other hand. Now standard proofs work with a comparison of averages along a nested 
sequence of partitions of the parameter space. Possibly due to this fact which clearly 
calls for the use of convexity, we could not find an appropriate r ference. So we started 
to write our own version of the proof, which generalizes ideas used by Stroock and 
Varadhan (1979) to discover that it does not depend at all on the convexity of the 
norm generating function. We just need that this function is increasing. So we decided 
to present the resulting extended version of the continuity lemma along with its simple 
proof. 
Throughout this section we assume that (X, d), (Y, p) are metric spaces, m a locally 
finite Borel measure on B(X). Moreover, we assume that 
~b:~+~+is increas ingandr ightcont inuous ,  ~b(0)=0, q~(x)>0 fo rx>0.  
(6) 
We obtain the following extension of the lemma of Garsia, Rodemich and Rumsey. 
Theorem 1. Let  f :  X ~ Y be continuous. Moreover, assume that 
fx fx ~( f(s, t))m(ds)m(dt) < ~, 
where 
p(f(s),f(t)) if s # t, 
f(s, t) = d(s, t) 
0 f f s=t .  
Then.&r any s, t ~ X, 
(4)  p(f(s),f(t)) ~< 8 IIfH, sup 4) z~x ,n(K~-(z)) ~ d~;, 
where 1L fib. = inf{2 > O: ~ 4~(f(s, t)/2)m(ds)m(dt) <~ 1}. 
Proof. Assume first that bl f II, = 1. Then by monotone convergence 
fx fx ~(.f(s, t))m(ds)m(dt) <~ 1. 
Pick s, t ~ X arbitrary, s :# t. Denote for u ~ X 
(7) 
l(u) = fx q~(f(u, t))m(dt). 
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Choose no e 7/such that 
2 .o-1 <d(s,t)<~2-.o.  
Abbreviate 
K. (z )={yeX:d(z ,y )<~2-"} ,  ne7/ , z6X .  
We shall construct sequences (t.). > no, (s.). > .o with the following properties: 
t. ° = S.o~ K.o_l(S)~K.o_l(t) ,  
1 1 
I(t.o ) <~ A 
m(K.o(t) m(K.o(S))' 
t. eK.(t) ,  s. eK.(s),  n>no,  
2 2 
I(t.) <~ m(K.(t)~)' l(s.) <~ m(K.(s)~)' n > no, 
2I(t._ 1) 2I(s._ I) 
(I)(f(tn, tn 1) )4 - -  ~(f(sn,  Sn -1) )~- -  n>no.  m(K.(t))'  m(K.(s))' 
To find t.o assume, without loss of generality, that 
m(K.o(t)) >~ m(K.o(S)). 
In the opposite case, we just have to switch the roles of s and t. Consider 
{ i t  A. ° = xeK.o( t ) :  l(x) > m(i~o(t)  . 
Then by (7) 
m(A"°) < m(K"°(t)) fx  I(x)m(dx) <<. m(K.o(t)). 
Hence, there exists t.o ~ K.o(t)) such that 
1 1 1 
I(t.o ) <. m(K.o(t)~ ) - m(K.o(t)) /x m(K.o(S) . 
Let S.o = t. o. Then by (8) 
d(t .o,S)<~d(t .o, t )+d(t ,s)<<2-"o+2 "0=2 no+l 
Hence, 
t.oEK.o-l(s)c~K.o 1(0 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
and (9) and (10) are satisfied. We now concentrate on the construction of(t.) . . . .  . The 
one of (s.).>.o is completely analogous. For n > no let 
2 I ( t . -O 
A. = x e K.(t): l(x) > m(K.(t)~) or O(f(x,  t._t)) > 2 m-~aT))J" 
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Then by definition and (7) 
m(Kn(t)) m(K.(t)) 
fx eb( f(x, t._ i))m(dx) <-% m(K.(t)). i l(x)m(dx) + - -  m(A.) < 2 Jx 2I(t._ 1) 
Hence, there exists t. e K.(t)) such that 
2 2I(t. 1) 
I(t.) <~- - -  4~(.f(t., t. 1)) 
m(K.(t))' m(K.(t))" 
In other words, (11), (12) and (13) are satisfied. Now since q) is increasing and right 
continuous, (13) and (12) resp. (10) yield for n ~> no 
p(f(t.+ 1), f(t.)) ~< ( / ) -1  ( 2I(t.) ~ d(t., t.+ 1) 
\re(K,,+ l ( t ) ) ]  
~,/, 1( 4 ) d(,.,,,,+ O. 
m(K. +1 (~)m(K.(l)) 
Hence, by continuity o f f  
p(f(t),f(s)) ~ ~ [p ( f ( /n+l ) , f ( t . ) )+p( f ( s .+ l ) , f ( s ,~) ) ]  
n /~ n o 
[( 4 ) 
<<- 2 @ 1 m(K.(t))m(K.+l(t)) 
n ~ n 0 
m(K.(s))m(K. + 1 (s)) 
~<2sup ~ q~ l(m ( 4( )))2 " 
z ~ x .  ~ .o K . (z ) )  K .  + 1 (z 
i ci)_ 1 4 
~< 8 sup ~ .2  n 2 (K~.(z)) 2 d~: 
z~X n >~ n o 
=8sup q~ 1 4 ~x (K~(z))2 dc 
;;" ( ) ~<8sup 4~ i 4 
=~x m(K~.(z))2 d~:, 
the latter by (8). This settles the case IL fli~ = I. In case II fll~ =0, clearly 
fxfx@(.[(s,t))m(ds)m(dt) =0, 
hence p(f(s),f(t)) =0 for s, t e X by continuity, or 
sup 4~ =~x z))2 dc = oc. 
(14) 
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Hence, also in this case the assertion follows. Finally, in case II f l l~ > O, consider the 
new metric p' = (1/dr jTll 4) p. Then I1711, = 1 with respect to the new metric and we may 
apply the result that has already been established, to complete the proof. [] 
Later on, we shall apply Theorem 1 to the compact sets of a metric space (X, d). We 
now turn to a stochastic setting and prove our key result on uniform behaviour of 
stochastic fields. 
Proposition 1. Let ~:(2 x X--* Y be a measurable stochastic field taking values in 
Y which is continuous P-a.s., q > 1. Then there exists a constant c3 such that for any 
compact set K c X we have 
~diam(K) ( 4 ~l/q 
sup p(~(x), ¢(y)) ~< c3 Ir ~'llq, K sup x.r~x q z~ Jo \m(K~(~K)2  j de. 
Proof. Since F is assumed to be complete, we may suppose that ~(~o,.) is continuous 
for any ~o e O. Now apply Theorem 1 to ~b(x) = x q, x >~ O, integrate in co, and use 
Jensen's inequality. [] 
In the following sections, we shall have the opportunity to apply Proposition 1 to 
Banach spaces (Y, p). 
4. Some uniform estimates for parametrized Stratonovich integrals 
In the following two sections we shall be concerned with questions related to the 
convergence of Riemann sums approximating Stratonovich integrals. These integrals 
will be parametrized by a variable in some metric space, and we shall deal with 
uniform convergence in the parameter, as far as this is possible, as well as convergence 
of the Riemann sums integrated with respect o some given probability kernel. The 
parametrized process to be integrated itself is taken to be an Ito semimartingale. More 
precisely, let (X, d) be a metric space, and assume that 
a, b: [0, 1] xOxX ~[~ 
are product-measurable and satisfy 
a(t, x) = a(t,., x), b(t, x) = b(t,., x) is Ft-measurable for any t e [0, 1], 
Ila(.,x)]12<oo, I Ib( . ,x) l l l<oo P-a.s. fo ranyxeX,  
where II f lip = (~o 1 If(t)I p dt) l/p, p >~ l. Let 
u(t,x)=u(t,.,x)= fla(s,x)dWs+ f b(s,x)ds, te[O, 1],xeX. 
u is well defined by the assumptions on a and b. 
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Let (J.), ~ r~ be a 0-sequence of partitions of [0, 1], i.e. a nested sequence of partitions 
of [-0, 1] by intervals the mesh of which converges to 0 as n--* oc. For n E N we 
consider the Riemann sums of u given by 
fs u(s, x) W, dsAj,~[o.tl 
x ~ X, t ~ [0, 1]. We say that u is Stratonovich integrable over [-0, t], if this sequence 
converges in L2((2, F, P), and the limit is called the Stratonovich integral of u. 
Let us first note that for our convergences we may and do treat W as a bounded 
process. More precisely, for m e N let 
rm = inf{t > 0: ]W,] > m}/x 1. 
Then z,, is a stopping time, and we have 
P(rm = 1) --* 1 
as m --* ~. Let 
Z~'= WtA~m, 0~<t~<l .  
Then 
IZ~I ~ m, m~N.  
Now define 
u"(t, x)= fo a(s, x)dZ~ + fl b(s, x) ds, 
1 f j  Urn(S, X) dsAj~to,t I Z m, s2(t, x) = F, ,t(J•[0, t]) ~to,,~ 
J~Jn 
t ~ [0, 1], x ~ X. We claim that the relevant limit properties can be traced back to S, ~. 
Proposition 2. Let I~ : (2 x B(X) --* [0, 1] be a probability kernel. Assume that for m ~ N 
L"  = lim [ S,"(., x)/z(dx) 
n -+ oc  Jx 
exists in probability. Then 
L = !im. fx S,(., x)/L(dx) 
exists in probability, and we have 
L=L"  on {rm=l},  meN.  
Proof. It suffices to remark that 
S2( . ,x)=S,( . ,x) ,  xeX,  neN,  
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On the set {~,. =1} which, as we know, converges to a set of full measure as 
m ---+ oc. [ ]  
Proposit ion 2 will make life a little easier in the sequel. From now on, for the rest of 
this and the following section, we shall fix m ~ ~ and omit the upper indices m in 
S~', Z", etc. To treat the convergence of S,, we shall first decompose the Riemann sum 
into an "Ito" part, a "bounded variation" part, and several parts which become 
asymptotically small. For n ~ ~, x ~ X let 
T,(t, x) = ~ u(sj, x)As~o,,jZ, 
g~Jn 
u.(t, x) =  (Jn[0, t]) JcJn ~[O,t] j 
f j  t jA t - - s  v.(t,x)= Z (zs-  z.,)  OLfff, f]) a( ,x)dZs, 
J~Jn ~[0,1] 
fs tj A t -- s X,(t,x)= Z 202[~,,[]])a(s,x) as, 
d6Jn ~[0,1] 
fj t jA t - - s  V,(t,x)= Z 2(jn[~,,fj) b(s,x)dsAj,~[o,'] Z"
Je Jn ~[0,1] 
It can be seen by some elementary algebraic manipulations that 
S,=T,+U,+V,+X,+ Y,, n~.  
For the rest of this section we shall be concerned with questions related to uniform 
convergence and boundedness of the stochastic integral parts T,, U,, V,, n ~ N. Our 
basic technique founded on the lemma of Garsia, Rodemich and Rumsey will enable 
us to treat uniformity in t ~ [0, 1] and x ~ X simultaneously, although we shall not go 
to its limits in the treatment of U,, V,. 
From now on let q > 1 be fixed. Let m be a locally finite Borel measure on B(X). To 
abbreviate, let us fix some notation. For a compact set K c X, let 
f f i~m,K) (4  ~l/q = sup  ,, 
\ d(x, y) m(dx)m(dy))j 
Let us formulate several conditions the validity of which plays a crucial role in the 
uniform estimates that follow. For a compact set K c X, we note the hypotheses. 
(H2a) x ~ a(., x) is continuous on K with respect o the norm on L2([0, 1]), P-a.s., 
., ~ g IIIla( Xo) llzllq<oo for some xo e K, gm,q( )<oo ,  
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(H2u) x ~ u(., x) is continuous on K with respect o the norm on L~([0,  1]), P-a.s., 
l] I1 u(., Xo)]]~Hq < oc, for some Xo • K, g~,q(K) < oc,, 
(H3) ~,,,q(K) < or. 
With these preliminaries, we can now state our first uniform convergence result. 
Proposition 3. Assume (H2u) and (H3) are satisfied for  some compact set K c X. Then 
there exists a constant c such that 
lim sup sup 
n.m~ xcK  0.< t`< 1 
] T,(t ,  x) - Tin(t, x)] q =0, 
, It sup sup sup ]T , ( t ,x )  <- ' [gm,q(K)cg, ,q(K)+ IIIlu(.,Xo)ll~ll~]. 
n~N x~zK O.<t.<l q 
In particular, there exists a version T (t, x), t ~ [0, 1], x ~ K, of  the Ito integral of  u(., x) 
with respect to Z which is uniformly continuous on [0, 1] × K. 
Proof. Let us first apply Proposition 1 with Y = C([0, 1]), p the metric induced by 
II • 11 ~, on Y. Recalling that in this setting for functions f:  X -~ Y we write 
I I f (x ) - f (y ) l l~  if xCy ,  
f (x,  y) = d(x, y) 
0 if x =y ,  
we obtain from Proposition 1 with a universal constant el the inequalities 
sup sup I(To - Tm)( t ,  x )  - (g , ,  - Tm)(t, Y)I ~ ~< cl II IT, - T~F II~.K ~m.~(K), 
x v~K x#y 0`<t`< 1
05) 
sup sup IT.(t,x)-Y.(t,y)] q~Cl l lTn[ lq.K~m,q(K),  (16) 
x ,y~K,x~y 0`< t`< 1 
n, m e N. Eqs. (15) and (16) immediately imply 
_x'~K0~,` < l sup  sup I T.(t, x) -- T,.(t, x)l q <<. cl II (T. - T,.)~IIq, K~,.,q(K) 
+ o.<,.<lsup I T.(t, Xo) - T,.(t, Xo)] q, (17) 
x~Ksup o.<t.<~sup ]T.(t, x)] q ~< c~ 11T. ]]q. K3(m,q(K)  "}" 0.<1.< l sup  ]T.(t, Xo)l q, (18) 
n, m e N. Let us now estimate the respective first terms on the right-hand sides of(17) 
and (18). Note first that both Doob's and Burkholder's inequalities may be applied 
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due to the fact that q > 1. For n e IN, x eX  set 
u" ( . ,x )= ~ u(sj, x)lj(.). 
JE./. 
Then the mentioned inequalities yield constants c2, c3 such that for n, m ~ N 
E( fr ;,, (a(@, y) ll(T.- Tm)(.,x)-(T,- Tm)(., Y)ll qm(dx)m(dy)) 
<~ c2 E( fr f~c (d(@, y) ll (u"- um)(.,x)-(u"- um)(.,Y) Nz)qm(dx)m(dy)). (19) 
Now by continuity of u in t, 
(u ° - u'9(t ,  x) - (u" - u '9(t ,  y) - ,  0 
as n, m ~ oo for any x, y e X, t ~ [0, 1]. Moreover, 
II (u ° - urn)( . ,  x )  - (u" - u~' ) ( . ,  y)112 ~< 2 II u( . ,  x )  - u ( . ,  y)II ~, 
n, m e N, x, y e X. Hence by (H2u), the convergence is dominated by an integrable 
function and we may conclude using the theorem of dominated convergence. So the 
right-hand side of (19) converges to 0 as n, m --, oo. This in turn implies that 
II (T~ - Tin) ~ IIq,,c --, 0 (20) 
as n, m ~ ce. In the same way as (19) we get for n ~ N 
E( f,, f,, (a(@y) ll r~(., x) - T.(', Y) ll~o)qm(dx)m(dy) ) 
c2g ~ It u( . ,  x) - u( . ,  y)II o~)qm(dx)m(dy)).  (21) 
Hence, there exists a constant c3 such that 
u K II LII~,K <c3gm,q( ) .  (22) 
It remains to consider the respective second terms in (17) and (18). But for this, we just 
have to copy the arguments used above. Indeed, Doob's  and Burkholder's inequalities 
yield 
sup I T,(t, Xo) - T,,(t, Xo)l q ~< c2 II II un(., Xo) - urn(., Xo)112 I1~, (23) 
O~t~l  
and 
sup I T,(t, xo)l q < c2 II II u(., Xo)112 IIq < c2 II [I u(., Xo)II oo IIq. 
O~<t~<l 
(24) 
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Moreover,  
un(t, Xo) -- urn(t, Xo) --* 0 
as n, m ~ ~,  and 
bl u"(., Xo) - u~(., Xo)112 ~ 2 Ilu(., Xo)II ~, 
n, m E N. Hence as above, Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem applies and 
yields 
sup I T,(t, Xo) -- Tin(t, xo) l q ~ 0 (25) 
O~t~<l  
as n, m --* oc. To summarize, our first assertion follows from (20) and (25), the second 
one from (22) and (24). To prove the final assertion, it suffices to remember that u may 
be considered continuous in (t, x), and employ the first assertion already proved for 
the approximations 7", of T. [] 
We come to the discussion of the asymptotically vanishing contributions U. and V,. 
This time there is a complication due to the appearance of a "double dependence" on 
t in the integrals. For  this reason we do not consider uniform quantities in t here. We, 
however, remark that we could, but with considerably more effort, and the use of some 
more martinagle inequalities. Let us first argue for U,. 
Proposition 4. Let K c X be compact and assume that (H2a) and (H3) are satisfied with 
respect to K.  Then there exists a constant c such that Jor any 0 % t <<. 1 
lira s uplU.(t,x)l =0, 
n ~ ac, q 
sup.~s x,~sup I U.(t, x)l q ~< c[g~,.q(K)~m,q(K) + II II a(., Xo)II 2 I1~], 
Proof. For simplicity we take t = 1, remembering that we may always consider t as 
a partition point of each J , ,  n ~ N. We first apply Proposit ion 1 for Y -- ~, p the 
Euclidean distance to get with a universal constant cl 
sup I U.(1, x ) -  U.(1, y)l a ~ cx II 8.(1,.)  IIq, KCem,q(K). 
x ,y~ K 
(26) 
Hence, 
supl U.(1, x)l IJq ~< c~ JI/].(1,.) q.r~,.,q(K) + H [ U.(1, xo)l IIq. 
xr= K 
(27) 
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Now note that U.(1, x) is a martingale in the parameter J for x ~ X, n ~ N. 
Hence, Burkholder's inequality may be applied to produce a constant c2 such that for 
nE[N 
E(  f~ fK (d(~, y) l U,(1, x ) -  U,(1, y)l )qm(dx)m(dy)) 
1 ( I s tj - v (a(v,x) 
ql/2Sq 
-a(v,y))dZv)2dsJ ) m(dx)m(dy)) 
- sup l s~- ta~v,x) -a(v ,y) )dZo m(dx)m(dy) .
<. czE d( ,y)ls-tl.<ls, i • 
(28) 
By continuity, clearly 
~t~J - -V  t : 
sup Js ~ tatv, x) -- a(v, y)) dZv --* 0 
Is t]~<lJ.I , 
as n ~ oo for any x, y ~ X. Moreover,  for any n ~ IN 
sup f' tj - v (a(v, x) - a(v, y)) dZv ~< 2 sup 
ps-tl<<.lJ,,I )s 2( J )  o<~<1 
fo ~ tj - v, , dZv ~ j~ tatv, x) -a(v,y)) 
(29) 
and 
1 sup ~-  (a(v, x) - a(v, y)) dZv m(dx)m(dy) E d~),y)o<~<l (30) 
a(. ,x)  -- a(.,y)rlz)qm(dx)m(dy) 
= c2g~,q(K), 
again by Burkholder's and Doob's  inequalities. This, however, means that the conver- 
gence to 0 is bounded by an integrable function, due to (H2a). Hence, Lebesgue's 
dominated convergence theorem applies and shows that the left-hand side of (28) 
converges to 0. But this implies the desired 
II ~.(1, .)IIq,K ~ 0 (31) 
as n --, oo. We have actually proved a little more. Taking (29) and (30) into account, we 
indeed have produced a constant c3 such that for any n e N 
]] U,(1, .)]tq,K ~< c3g~,,q(K). (32) 
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As in the preceding proof, the estimation of the second term in (27) is similar, but 
simpler. Hence, (31) and (32) and their analogues for the second term in (27) yield the 
desired results. [] 
Let us finally consider the asymptotically vanishing V,. 
Proposition 5. Let K c X be compact and assume that (H2a) and (H3) are satisfied with 
respect o K. Then there exists a constant c such that for an), 0 <~ t ~ 1 
lim sxuplV,(t,x)l q--0, 
sup.~, x~Supl r,(t, x)l q ~< c[gam,q(K)oCm,q(K) + [] II a(.,Xo)ll2 Ilq]. 
Proof. Again we take t = 1, and first apply Proposition 1with Y = R, p the Euclidean 
distance to obtain with some universal constant cl 
SuPKI gn(1, x) l q ~< cl [ I] ]~n( 1, .)Ilq,KO~m,q(K) + II [ v,(1, Xo)] ]lq]. (33) 
Now apply Burkholder's inequality to find a constant c2 such that 
E(f,, fK (~ l V,(1, x) - Vo(1, Y)l)qm(dx)m(dy)) 
<~ 1 2 t j - -S  2 
- a(s, y))2 ds)l/2)qm(dx)m(dy)) 
(fKf.( 1 sup 'Z~-Z ,  lHa(.,x)-a(. ,Y) l l2)qm(dx)m(dy)) • (34) <~ c2E d(.~ y) ls-,i <-IJ,,I 
Now by continuity 
sup IZ~-Z , l - 'O  
Is tl ~ IJ,,I 
P-a.s., as n---, oc. Since Z is bounded, dominated convergence applies and conse- 
quently the left-hand side of (34) converges to 0. Hence, 
II V'n(1,.) II~.K --' 0 (35) 
as n ~ 0% and 
II V,(1,.)IIq, K ~< C3 g~,q(K) (36) 
with a universal constant c3. A simpler argument applies to the second term on the 
right-hand side of (33). The assertion follows readily. [] 
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Remark. Under some sacrifices to the smoothness and consistency of the presenta- 
tion we could have derived results similar to Propositions 4 and 5 which are also 
uniform in t ~ [0, 1]. But for both U. and V. this would involve another condition on 
the "size" of X measured by m such as (H3). Also, for V. we were unable to obtain 
uniform estimates as the second assertion of Proposition 5 for the same q-norm on 
both sides. The inequalities obtained would require a slightly larger q on the right- 
hand side than on the left-hand side. 
5 A Fubini-type theorem for Stratonovich integrals with spatial parameter 
Besides a, b, u as in the preceding section we now suppose a probability 
/ , :~ xB(X) -+ [0, 1] 
be given such that 
fx] U ( t , x ) ] # . ( d x ) < o ¢  P-a.s. for t e [0, 1]. 
We shall give an answer to the question: under which conditions is 
Stratonovich integrable, and, if this is the case, is its integral equal to the #.-integral of 
the usual Stratonovich integral of u(t, x) taken for fixed x e X? To put it differently, we 
shall give conditions under which the integrals "odW" and "/4(dx)" can be inter- 
changed. The key idea is to approximate Stratonovich integrals by their Riemann 
sums, and make essential use of the uniform estimates of the preceding section in 
going to the limit. Under the name of"substitution formula" this Fubini-type theorem 
has a longer history for the special case of random Dirac measures 
/~.(dx) = 6{.(. )I (dx), 
where q is a random vector in R e. In this form it has been considered by Nualart and 
Pardoux (1988) Millet et al. (1992) and Donati-Martin (1991). The conditions used in 
these papers include a differentiability requirement for u in the parameter x. This 
concept, which would not make much sense in our more general setting of metric 
spaces, came into play due to the fact that the analysis in Nualart and Pardoux (1988) 
is based on an application of the Sobolev embedding technique. In Grorud et al. (1994), 
the spatial parameter is located in an infinite-dimensional vector space, a framework 
in which Sobolev embedding has only very weak consequences. Therefore, the authors 
were forced to employ different hypotheses and made a gradual move towards what 
we found to be the appropriate technique for the subject: a consequent use of the 
continuity lemma of Garsia et al., as it has been prepared in the preceding sections. 
We shall first discuss the convergence of the bounded variation parts corresponding 
to X, and Y, defined in the preceding section. This will be followed by a version of the 
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Fubini-type theorem for the important case in which pU has (random) compact 
support for o E Q. We shall then move on to the non-compact case, and finally give an 
extension of the theorem to the setting in which the integrand depends on more than 
one spatial parameter. 
As before, q > 1 is fixed, m a locally finite measure on B(X). Let us first consider X,. 
Proposition 6. Let p:52 x B(X) + [0, l] be a probability kernel. Assume that 
WW s II 4.) 4 II I p. W < a X 
P-ax. Then 
X,,(.,X)P.@.~ -; a(s, x) dsp,(dx) 
II 
+O 
o( 
P-a.s. as n -+ cc. 
Proof. For t x E X we have 
ll4.,x)II1 d IIa(.,N2 <ccj k3.s.. 
For t E [0, 11, x E X we have 
+;~~~J14’-.x~ldu]~ 
Hence, 
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To estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (37), let us denote 
g,(v)= ~ ls (v ) ( ts - -v  ~)  
Jea'. \ i t ( J )  , ve[O, 1],neN. 
Then we have for the integral G, of g. 
,G.(v)l = f(g.(u)du=ls(v)~[X(J) 
Hence, 
sup IG.(v)l ~< IJ.l- 
v~[O, 1] 
For e > 0 choose a~,f~ e C~([O, 1]) such that 
sup II a(., x) l[o,t](.) - a~f~(t -.)]11 ~< ~. 
tel0,1] 
Then 
( t j  - -  v) 2 
x(J) 
sup 
rE[0.1] 
~< 
(v--s j ) ]  ~ ls(v)2(J). 
j~j, f j  (t~j)v ~ )1,o,q(v)a(v, x)dv 
sup ;£ g,(v) [a(v, x) llo,q(v ) - a~(v)f~(t - v)] dv 
tel0.11 
t -1 dv + sup g.(v)a~(v)fAt- v)te[O, 1] • 0 
~< 8 + ,~[O, xlSup I[G,(v)aAv)L(t - v)] I~ - ;£ G,(v)[a~L(t -.)] '(v) dvl 
<~ e + cl sup IG,(v)l <~ e + cllJ,] 
ve[0,11 
by (38), where ca is a constant not depending on n. Hence, we have proved that 
1 t" 
sup X.(t, ] x) - a(s, x) ds -, 0 
te[0,1] 3o 
(38) 
(39) 
P-a.s. as n ~ oo. Moreover, 
sup X,(t, x) - 1 fl ,~[o, 1] ~ a(s,x) ds ~< 2 Ila(.,x)lll. (40) 
Hence, by (Hla) and (40), the convergence to 0 is bounded by an integrable function. 
The theorem of dominated convergence allows to conclude 
fxX,(.,x)p.(dx)-~fx;oa(S,x)ds#.(dx) 
~ fx,2~oPxl X,(t'x)-~fla(s,x)ds~.(dx)--'O 
P-a.s. as n ~ oo. This is what had to be established. [] 
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Proposition 7. Let  l~ : Y2 x B(X)  ~ [0, 1] be a probability kernel. Assume that 
IIb(.,x)llll~.(dx) < oc (Hlb) 
d: ( 
P-a.s.. Then 
x Y,,(.,x)u.(dx) ~ -,'0 
P-a.s. as n ~ ~.  
Proof. For x e X we know 
sup IY~(t,x) l~< sup IZ,~-ZtlHb(.,x) 111. 
l e [O , l ]  Is tl ~ J . I  
But 
39 
sup ]Zs - Zt[ ~O 
IS tl <~ lJn] 
as n ~ oo by continuity of Z, boundedly, since Z is bounded. Hence, (Hlb) guarantees 
that Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem can be applied another time. This 
yields the desired result. [] 
We are ready to prove the "compact" version of our Fubini-type theorem. 
Theorem 2. Assume that #:Y2 x B(X)  --* [0, 1] is a probability kernel satisfying 
supp(p,,)) is compact for a.e. co e f2, 
and there exists an increasing ,sequence (Kp)p~N of compact sets in X such that 
P({o~ e Q: supp(#o,) 4: Kv}) ~ 0 
as p --* oo. Assume further that (Hlb), (H2a), (H2u), (H3) are satisfied for any Kp, p e N. 
Then u(., x) is Stratonovich integrable for any x e X. Moreover, jxU( . ,x )# (dx) is 
Stratonovich integrable and we have for any t e [0, 1] 
fl fxU(S,' )#(dx)'JdWs= fx(fl u(s,x)°dWs)#(dx). 
Proof. We take for simplicity t = 1. Note first that (H2a) clearly implies (Hla). The 
integrability of each individual u(., x) is clear. For the first part of the proof, let us 
suppose that for a fixed compact set K with respect o which the hypotheses (H2a), 
(H2u), (H3) hold, we have 
supp(/~l,,,) m K for P-a.e. o) e (2. 
Setting 
= 1 S,(., x)#.(dx), S,# 
dx 
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and T.#, etc., similarly, we have for any n ~ N 
S.k~ = T.# + U.I~ + V.# + X.It + Y.l~. 
Now (Hlb) and Proposition 7 imply 
II Y./~ IP oo ~ 0 (41) 
P-a.s. as n ~ oo. Moreover, 
I U./z(1)I ~< sup ] U.(1, x)l ~ 0 (42) 
xEK 
as n ~ oo in q-norm by Proposition 4, whereas Proposition 5 implies 
I V.~(1)I ~< sup I V.(1, x)l ~0  (43) 
x~K 
as n ~ oo in q-norm as well. Here (H2a), (H3) have been used. Since (Hla) is valid, 
Proposition 6 implies 
X.u fx f£ a(s,x)dsu.(dx ) oo (44) 
P-a.s. as n ~ oo. Finally, due to (H2u) and (H3), Proposit ion 3 is applicable. We may 
choose a version X of the Ito integral of u on [0, 1] x K which is uniformly continu- 
ous, so that we have 
T.# - fx T(.,x)/L(dx) ~o ~< sup sup ] T.(t, x) T(t, x) ] --~ 0 (45) 
xeK O<~t<~ 1 
as n ~ oo in q-norm. Since by choice of q, q-integrability implies at least Ll-integrabil - 
ity, we have proved that (S.#(1)).~N converges to 
fx 1 ;x fo  T(1, x)/L(dx) + ~ a(s, x) ds/L(dx), 
at least in probability. But we know 
u(t,x)°dWt = T(1, x) +~ a(s,x)ds. 
Hence, we have proved 
;ifx ;x(;o u(t, x)~.(dx)°dWt = u(t, x) odWt)/a.(dx). (46) 
Here the compactness of K was essentially used. 
We next pass to the general case. Fix Xo ~ Ko. For p ~ N let 
~u(m,B) if ,u(o,K~,) =0, 
pP z O x B(X)  --~ [O, 1], (co, B) ~---~ 
(6xo(B) if #(co, K~) ~ O. 
Then/~P is a probability kernel satisfying the property 
supp(#~) c Kp for co s £2. 
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Hence, by what has been proved above, the assertions of the theorem hold for/JP in 
place of/~, p e 1~. We have to show that (S,#(1)),~N is a Cauchy sequence in probabil- 
ity and that 
 x(fo ) lira S,p(1)= u( t ,x )odW,  #.(dx). n~oc 
For this purpose let e, > 0 be given. Choose p e ~ large enough to ensure 
8 
P(supp(p.) ¢ Kp) ~< ~. 
Next choose no e ~ such that for n, m ~> no we have 
8 
P(I S./~P(1) - Sm/~P(1)I > e) ~< ~. 
Then for n, m ~> no 
P(IS.~(1) - Sm/~(1)l > e) 
~< P([ S./~(1) - Sin#(1)[ > e, supp(/Q c Kp) + P(supp00 ¢ Kp). 
<~ P(IS.ItP(1) - SmpP(1)l > e) + P(supp(#.) ¢ Kp) 
~<~+~=e.  
Hence, (S./t(1)).¢n is a Cauchy sequence in probability. Moreover, on the set 
{supp(/J.) c Kp} we have 
lim S.#(1)= lira S./~P(1) 
n ~  n~Qc 
But by assumption 
P(supp(/z.) ¢: Kp) --~ 0 
as p --, oo. Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. [] 
Corollary 1. Let r 1 be a random element in (X, d). Assume that there exists an increasing 
sequence (Kp)p¢~ of compact sets in X such that 
P(rlCKp) -~ 0 
as p ~ oo. Assume further that (H2a), (H2u), (H3) are satisfied for Kp, p ~ ~. Then 
u(. ,x)  is Stratonovich integrable for any x ~ X. Moreover, u(., tl) is Stratonovich 
integrable and we have for any t ~ [0, 1] 
u(s.,)odW = fl 
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Proof. (Hlb) is trivial in the case considered. Apply Theorem 2 to 
#(09, B) = iJo~o~(B), o~ ~ f2, B ~B(X). [] 
The case in which we shall be primarily interested in the following section is clearly 
X = R d endowed with the Euclidean metric. Here Theorem 2 takes a simpler form. 
Corollary 2. Let (X,d) be a-compact and assume that a probability kernel 
p:(2 x B(X) --+ [0, 1] satisfies 
supp(/~,) is compact for P-a.e. 09 ~ f2. 
Assume further (Hlb), (H2a), (H2u), (H3) are satisfied for any compact set K c X. Then 
the assertion of Theorem 2 holds. 
In the Dirac measure case Corollary 2 becomes particularly simple. 
Corollary 3. Let (X, d) be a-compact and q a random element in (X, d). Assume that 
(H2a), (H2u), (H3) hold for any compact set K c X. Then the assertion of Corollary 
1 holds. 
Remark. (1) In the most relevant case X = ~a with the Euclidean distance, we may 
work with q-norms for big enough q. If q > 2d, (H3) is seen to be satisfied for X = R a, 
d the metric induced by the Euclidean norm, m d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
Indeed, in this case there is a constant Cd such that 
m(KE(z)) = Cde d 
for z e X, e > 0. Hence, for any compact set K. 
/" diam(K) //" 1 ~l/q f~iam(K) 1 
sup Jo ~m(K-(z))2 ) de <<. (caea)2/q m de,  
f~ 
iam(K) 
= Cd Zip t7, 2d/q de < 
if q > 2d, as asserted. 
(2) Corollaries 1 and 3 extend both Propositions 7.7 and 7.8 of Nualart and 
Pardoux (1988; pp. 570, 571). Since no localization procedure is needed, there is no 
condition on the Malliavin smoothness of r/ at all. Donati-Martin (1991) claims 
a special case of Corollary 1 for X = O~, and, as for Nualart and Pardoux (1988), under 
a C 1 condition on u in the parameter x ~ IR d. Grorud et al. (1994) have an infinite- 
dimensional version of Corollary 1 for r/ with values in a compact set, and under 
different conditions. Due to the use of the above quoted C 1 condition on u, the result 
of Millet et al. (1992, pp. 1920), needs essentially more restrictive assumptions than 
Corollary 1. This will be made more explicit in the following section. 
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We shall next give a rather straightforward extension of Theorem 2 to the case of 
noncompact supports of the random measures po,, 09 ~ f2. This of course can hardly be 
possible without a further condition concerning the mass that #. has on the "outskirts" 
of a given sequence of compacts. Let q' be the conjugate exponent of q, i.e. 
q-1 + (q,)-, =1. 
We need one additional notation, for abbreviation purposes. For a compact set 
K c X, and a fixed Xo ~ Ko, we set 
h,,,q(K) -- c[ga,q(K) + g~.q(K) ] O~m,q( K ) q-[[ I[ u(., Xo) I[ ~ II~ + Ib II a(. ,  Xo)II 2 II~, 
where c is the sum of the constants figuring in Propositions 3, 4 and 5. 
Theorem 3. Let p:f2 xB(X)-- .  [0, 1] be a probability kernel, (Kp)p~ an increasing 
sequence oJ compact sets in X such that 
1 
Assume that (Hlb), (H2a), (H2u), (H3) are satisfied with respect o Kp, p e N, and that 
hm,q(Kp) llP.(gp\Kp-1)l[q' < oe. 
peN,  
Then u(.,x) is Stratonovich integrable for x e X. Moreover, ~x u(.,x)#.(dx) is 
Stratonovich integrable and we have for any 0 ~ t <<, 1 
f l fxu(s ,x )p . (dx)°dW~=fx( f lu (s ,x )°dWs)p . (dx) .  
Proof. Again we have to show that (S,/~(1)),~  is a Cauchy sequence in probability, 
and that 
l imX,#(1)=fx f jU( t ,x )°dWtp. (dx) .  
n ~ oc, 
We recall that 
= fx S,(., x)p.(dx), S, ll 
and that T,p, etc., are analogously defined, n e N. Denote further 
Q,=X,+Y, ,  R ,=T.+U,+V, ,  
and Q,p, R,p correspondingly, n e N. Let us first show that Q,/~ is well defined and 
converges. To do this, according to Propositions 6 and 7, all we have to do is verify 
(Hla). We shall deduce the sharper condition 
e(f  x ,, a(. .  X)/,2#.(dx)) < oo. (47) 
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Choose Xo e Ko according to (H2a). Then by using H61der's inequality 
E(f x I1 a(., x) ,12~.(dx)) 
<~ E E( f~ sup Ha(.,x)ll2t .(dx)) 
p~ p\Kp_l xEKp 
pe~ \x ,yeKp 
~< E sup Ila(.,x)-a(.,y)ll2 II~.(K~\gp-dl[¢+g(lla(.,Xo)dl2) 
pen x,y6Kp 
~< c ~ g~,,q(Kp)II ,u.(KpkKp- l)IIq'~,,,q(Kv) + E( II a(., Xo)[l:) 
p~ 
<0(3. 
The next to last inequality comes from Proposition 1, applied to S = L:([0, 1]), p the 
distance induced by II. 112. Propositions 6 and 7 imply that 
1 O.s, fx fl O(s, x) ds, (dx) (48) 
P-a.s., uniformly in t. 
Next we shall treat R,/~. We shall establish that (R,/~), ~ n is a Cauchy sequence and 
that 
fxf  lim R,#(1) = u(t, x) dWt~.(dx). 
Let e > 0 be given. Choose Poe N such that 
~2 
hm, q(gp) IJla.(Kp\Kv- ~)Ilq' < ~-. E 
P>Po 
Define 
/~v°(o, B) = ~(o, BnKvo ) + 6xo(B)~t(o, K~0), 
o ~ Y2, B ~ B(X). Then/x po is a probability kernel such that 
supp(/~ °) c Kp0 , o~ ~ Y2. 
Hence, Theorem 2 may be applied and we obtain that (Rnl2P°(1))n~ is a Cauchy 
sequence in probability with the property 
lim 
n~oo 
R,/~v°(1) = u(t, x) dW, p.Vo(dx) 
f/ = u(t, x) dWt#.(dx) + u(t, Xo) dWdt.(K~,o). Po 
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Hence, also the sequence 
R.P°(1) = ~ R,(1, x)/2.(dx), n ~ ~, 
dK PO 
converges in probability to 
fKpof~U(t,x)dWtt~.(dx) • 
Therefore, it is possible to choose no ~ ~ such that for n, m >/no 
P [effo(1) - e~o(1)[ > ~<~. 
Then we have for n, m >/no 
P(IR.(1) - Rm(1)l > t;) 
<~ P( R~.o(1)- R~o(1) +fKc (R,(1,x)- R,.(1,x))~.(dx) > e,) 
PO 
+P(fK;o(R,(1, x)-R,~(1, x))l~.(dx) >2) 
<<-2+![E( fK;oR.(1, x)t~(dx))+E( fr;oRm(l'x)l~'(dx))] 
~ +-E  sup [R,(1, x)] + sup IR,,(1, x)l la.(Kp\Kp_~) 
\p=po+ 1 [_xeKp xcKp 
e 4 w~ 
~<~+-  ~ sup suplR,(1, x)l Ht~.(Kp\Kp ,)11¢ 
n~ XEKp p=po+ 1 
4 
<. ~ + - hm,q(Kp) ]112.(Kp\Kp - 1)]lq, 
t e, p=po+ 1 
~5+5=~:. 
(49) 
as required. [] 
The fifth inequality follows from Young's inequality, and for the sixth inequality we 
have been using Propositions 3-5. This proves that (R,p(1)),~  is a Cauchy sequence 
in probability. From (49) and the limit argument just made precise it is now easy 
to identify the limit. Finally, (48) can be taken into account o verify that the limit is 
given by 
u(t, x) dWt#.(dx) + ~ a(s, x) ds/2.(dx) --- u(t, x)o dWt#.(dx), 
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6. Stochastic flows with anticipative invariant measures 
Let us now turn to the situation depicted in the introduction. We are given smooth 
enough mappings f : ~d~ ~d, 0 <~ i <~ m, and consider the stochastic differential 
equation 
dxt =fo(x,)dt + ~ fi(x,)°dW, i  Xo = x, (50) 
i=1  
with x ~ Na. It was pointed out that due to anticipativity of invariant measures one 
may have to face (50) with an anticipative initial condition instead of the deterministic 
constant. This is one of the applications we had in mind when developing the methods 
presented in the preceding section. According to its results, solutions of anticipative 
equations may be given by path-by-path substitution of the non-adapted variables 
into the stochastic integrals appearing in the integral versions of the respective 
stochastic differential equation. We shall make this explicit now, starting with a rather 
general result about (50). 
In the sequel, we will have to work with forward and backward Stratonovich 
integrals on intervals [s, t] in ~, or with respect o several independent Wiener 
processes W i, 1 <~i<~ m. We shall tacitly assume that the corresponding simple 
extensions of the results of the preceding section are available. 
Theorem 4. Assume that fi : g~d ~ Ed, 0 <<. i <<. m, satisfy 
f i~C~c~C 2, l <~i<<.m, (51) 
fo, ~ ~ kD 6C °'1. f~ kf~ (52) 
i=1  k=l  
Then there exists a modification of the unique system of solutions ((a(t, co)x: t e ~, 
x e ~)  of 
dxt =fo(xt) d t+ fi(xt) dW,,  xo = x, (53) 
i=1  
such that (4)(t,.), t e N) is a cocycle of homeomorphisms over O. I f  t 1 is an arbitrary 
random vector in R d, then (c~(t,.)tl, t e ~) is the solution of the stochastic differential 
equation 
dxt =fo(xt)dt + ~ f(x,)odWt i, Xo = q. (54) 
i=1  
Proof. The Ito equation associated with (50) is given by 
dx, = fo(x3 +,  d t+ f(x,) dW, i, Xo = x. (55) 
i=1  k i=1  
According to Theorem 4.5.1 of Kunita (1990, p. 155), existence and uniqueness of 
a solution given by a two-parameter flow ~bs.t, s t e ~, s ~< t, of homeomorphisms and 
hence of a version ~b(t,.):= ~bo,, t ~ ~, which is a perfect cocycle (see Arnold and 
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Scheutzow, 1995), will follow once we have proved that the "local characteristics" of 
F(x, t) = (x) + 5 fik(x)Dkf(X) t + fi(X) W? (56) 
i=1 k=l  i=1 
belong to the class B °' 1. For simplicity, we will confine our attention to positive times. 
Here we have to use the somewhat confusingly ordered terminology of Kunita (1990, 
pp. 72, 73, 79, 80, 84, 85). These local characteristics are given by 
a"q(x, y, t) = ~ f~ P 0x )f~ q (3'),' 
i=1 
d 
1 ~< p, q ~< d, x, y ~ R a, t >/0 (see Kunita, 1990, pp 84, 85). Now (52) clearly implies 
that b p ~ C,~ 1 (see Kunita, 1990, p. 72), 1 ~< p ~< d, and (51) implies that a pq ~ C,~ 1 (see 
Kunita, 1990, p. 73), 1 ~< p, q ~< d. But this just means that the local characteristics are 
in B °'1. 
For the rest of the proof, we have to apply the results of the preceding section. From 
the fact that ~b(t, .)x, t >/0, solves (50) for x 6 ~a it becomes clear that all we have to 
do is prove that for 1 <~ i <~ m, 1 <~ k <~ d, fik(4)(.,.)q) is Stratonovich integrable and 
for t ~> 0 we have 
flf?(~O%.)q)odW2=flf?(~Os,.)x)~dW,g,~=,. 
Fix 1 ~<i~<m, 1 ~<k~<dandset 
u(t, oo, X) = fik((a(t, o))X), t >~ O, co ~ ~2, X ~ ~ a. 
Sincefi ~ C 2, 1 <~ i ~< m, we may apply Ito's formula to get 
u(t,x)-- i ~ flDJ?(4~(s,.)x)fP(4~(s,.)?<)dWj 
j= lq=l  
+ q=x Dqfk(dp(s,.)x) [fo(4b(s,.)x) + s~.=, q=l ~ J)PDpfJq(¢(s' .)x)] ds 
1 m i '  k S X "q P 
jo tj;  
Hence, in the terminology of the preceding section we have to consider 
a(t, x) ~ ~ D k q ~- ( qJ~ f /  ) (~b(t , . )x) ,  
i=1 q=l  
b(t, x) = 5 ~ ((DqjikDpfJq fJP)(()(t")Y') + (Dpq'likfJqfJP)((9(t")x)) 
j= l  p ,q=l  
q=l  
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t/> 0, x • ~d. We now have to verify a set of hypotheses to be able to apply Theorem 2. 
For this purpose we choose q > 2d, m Lebesgue measure on B(~d). Then Remark 
1 after Corollary 3 states that (H3) is satisfied for X = ~a, d the metric induced by the 
Euclidean distance on X. Next, note that (52) yields a constant cl such that for t >~ 0, 
x, y • ~d 
fa(t, x) - a( t ,  y)[ ~< C 1 I ¢ ( t , . )x  - ¢ ( t , . )y l ,  
and from (51) 
[u(t,x) - u(t, y)[ <<. cl[¢(t,.)x - ¢(t,.)y[. 
Consequently, all we have to establish to get (H2a) and (H2u) is, apart from a similar, 
simpler estimate 
1 sup I¢(t, .)x ¢(t,.)yl dxdy <oo (57) 
E Ix Yl t~to.1] 
for any compact set K ~ ~a. To derive (57), we have to apply the lemma of Gronwall 
in the usual way. Fix x, y • ~a, and for t/> 0 let 
f(t) = E(ko<,<,sup [~b(s , . )x  - d~(s,.)ylP). 
Then Burkholder's inequality implies that there is a constant c2 such that 
f(t) <~ cz( lx -  yl" + E( ( f i  (i=~ If~(¢(s,.)x)- fi(cb(s,.)y)12)ds) p12) 
((fo 0o l + e + 7 ,: (¢(s,.)x) 
-- (fo + ~ ~=l p~=lflPDpfl) ( ¢(s," " as)P)) 
. . x  . . . .as)  
<<.c3 I x - -y l  p+ f(s) ds . (58) 
For the second inequality with the universal constant c3 we have been applying (51) 
and (52), and Jensen's inequality. We can now use Gronwall's lemma on (58) to 
conclude that (57) is valid for any compact set K c Na. This guarantees the applicab- 
ility of Corollary 3 and completes the proof. [] 
Remark. In Millet, et al. (1992, p. 1920), a version of Theorem 4 is proved. But, since 
the authors use a more restrictive condition on the derivative of u in x to establish 
their analogue of Theorem 2, the conditionsfo . . . . .  f,, have to satisfy in their paper are 
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much more stringent. In our setting, they would correspond to 
f /eC  2, l<~i<<.m, 2 f iqDqf iEC  2 
i=1 q=l  
with bounded erivatives up to order 2. 
For the linearized system, we get the following statement. 
Theorem 5. Assume that f,. : ~d _~ ~d, 0 <~ i ~ m, satisfy 
,~eC~c~C 3, l <<.i~m, 
fi kf ,  ~ ~ (DkfiDfi u + DkD~fik)~ C°'l 
i=1 k=l  i=1 k=l  
(59) 
(60) 
Then there exists a modification of the unique system of solutions (~9(t,.)(x, v)" 
t e ~, (x, v) e [R 2a) of 
(61) d(xt, vt) = (fo(x,), Dfo(x,)v,) dt + ~ (fi(x,), DJi(x,)v,)'-' dW, i, 
i=1 
with fixed initial data (Xo, Vo) = (x, v), such that (t~(t,. ): t ~ ~) is a cocycle ofhomeomor- 
phisms. Moreover, (D~(t,., . ): t ~ ~) is a cocycle of linear isomorphisms over the skew 
product flow 6). I f  q is an arbitrary random vector in ~2d, then (qJ(t,.)~/: t ~ ~) is the 
solution of the stochastic differential equation (61) with random initial data (Xo, Vo) = q. 
Proof. We have to apply Theorem 4 to the mappings 
Yi" ~2d ~ [~2d, (X, V) ~ (f/(x), Dfi(x)v), 0 <<. i <~ m. 
It is clear that (51) for gi follows from (59) for~, 1 ~< i ~< m. Moreover, note that 
g~ ~X---RR gi + Df, kv =- gi = i k (fi, Dfiv) + Dhkv O, f. 
i=1 k=l  GVk i=1 k=l  
= ((y, kVkr,,S, OkOy, v) + (0, Or, kvO S,)). 
i=1 k=l  
Hence, (52) for 9~ follows from (60) for~, 0 <~ i ~< m. This completes the proof. [] 
With a view towards the next section, in which we will have to face the diagonaliz- 
ation of a linear stochastic differential equation, let us now have a look at this 
particular situation. 
Theorem 6. Let Ai, 0 <~ i <~ m, be d × d-matrices. There exists a modification of the 
system of solutions (qb(t, . )x" t ~ [~, x E ~d) Of 
dxt = Aoxtdt  + ~ AixtodWti," )Co = x ,  
i=1 
(62) 
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x ~ Ea, such that (cb(t,.): t ~ ~) is a cocycle of linear isomorphisms of N d. I f  r~ is an 
arbitrary random vector in Rd, then (~(t,.)r/'t ~ ~) is the solution of the stochastic 
differential equation 
dx t = Aox,dt + ~ Aix  t ° dWt  i, Xo = q. (63) 
i=1 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4 to f /=  Ai, 0 ~ i ~< m. [] 
There is another way of looking at (62), and consequently (63). It consists in 
introducing polar coordinates s = x/I x I, r = [xl in Ed\{0}. For this purpose, we define 
new vector fields in the following way. Let Ai, 0 ~<i~< m, be d × d-matrices. For 
s ~ S d-l, 0 <<. i <<, m, let 
qi(s) = (s, Ais), hi(s) = A is  - qi(s)s. 
This calls for extending the results of the preceding theorems to manifold valued 
processes in the first place. However, not to extend an already long paper further, we 
shall go the "lazy" way here. We extend qi and hi to C°-functions on Ed with compact 
supports, and denote them by the same symbols, to be able to work within the 
framework given. We shall look at the following stochastic differential equation which 
is a version of (62) in which the spherical part is decoupled from the radial one: 
dst = ho(st) dt + hi(st) ° dW/, So = ~-xl' (64) 
/=1 
dr~ -- qo(sOrt d t+ ~ qi(st)rtodWt i, ro = Ixl ,  (65) 
i=1  
for x e Ed\ {0}. 
Theorem 7. There exists a modification of the system of solutions (~(t,.)s,(qJ(t,.) 
(s, r): t ~ ~, s E S d- 1, r > O) of (64) and (65) such that (q~(t,.), t ~ J~) is a cocycle of 
C~_diffeomorphisms of S a- 1, (~(t,.) :t ~ ~) a cocycle over the skew-product flow 6) of 
C~-diffeomorphisms of]O, ~[.  I f  r~ is an arbitrary random vector in Ea\{0}, then 
is the solution of the stochastic differential equations 
dst = ho(st) d t+ ~ hi(s,)odW/, So = -~q (66) 
i=1  Irl l ' 
drt = qo(st)rt d t+ ~ qi(st)r~odW/, r o = ]r/I, (67) 
i=1 
Proof. We take 
f / :~d+l  ~d+l ,  (S,r)~(hi(s),qi(s)r), 0 ~i~m.  
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Since hl, qi have compact support, (51) and (52) are clearly satisfied. Hence, Theorem 
4 applies and we are done. [] 
7. The normal form problem for linear stochastic differential equations 
Normal form theory is at the heart of the theory of smooth dynamical systems and 
an important ool of local bifurcation theory. Its main topic consists in a suitable 
change of coordinates in state space to make, for example, a vector field "as simple as 
possible". Linearization is always the ultimate aim of normal form theory, even if the 
coordinate changes may be non-linear. 
We shall now show how the results of the preceding section can be used to tackle 
the first step of a normal form theory for stochastic differential equations driven by 
Wiener processes. The remaining steps essentially consist in a stochastic generaliz- 
ation of the algorithm due to Poincar6 in the deterministic ase. They require 
a somewhat deeper analysis and will appear in a forthcoming paper. This first step 
consists in a stochastic version of the determinisitic diagonalization of a matrix by 
means of a random basis of eigenvectors. The basis will be given by the Oseledets 
decomposition, i.e. it will contain random vectors containing information about the 
whole history of the Wiener process. Our main task will be to verify that the flow of 
random isomorphisms associated with the following linear stochastic differential 
equation, evaluated at those random vectors is again the solution of a stochastic 
differential equation. More precisely, we reconsider 
dxt = Aoxtdt + ~ Aixt~dWt i, (68) 
i=1 
and use the notation of Theorem 7. 
The solution of (65) has, moreover, the alternative description 
tP ( t " ) ' r ' s )=rexp( f lq°{~(u")s )du+ i~1  f :q°(~(u")s)°dWi)  ' (69, 
t • R, (r, s) • ]0, oc [ x S a 1. In particular, for any (r, s) • ]0, oc [ x S e- 1, t • A, we have 
~(t,. ) (r, s) ~(t,.)s = q'(t,. )(rs). (70) 
We call a random unit vector u for which 
~(t,.)u = u(O,), or q)(t,.)u = Iqb(t,.)ulu(Ot) = O(t,.)u(Ot) 
a random eigenvector and Q(t,.) the corresponding random eigenvalue. We learn from 
Theorem 7 that any such random eigenvector u is in fact a stationary solution of (64), 
started with So = u, and that (69) makes sense for this vector. We now quote from 
Arnold and Xu (1992, Appendix B). Note that since noise tends to split deterministic 
multiplicities ofeigenvalues, the case of simple spectrum appearing in the hypothesis 
generic in the strong sense, i.e. it is true for an open and dense set of matrices 
(Ao, . . . ,  A,,) (cf. Arnold and Nguyen, 1995, Remark 5.4). 
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Theorem 8. Assume the Lyapunov spectrum o f~ is simple, i.e. let dim E, = 1, 1 ~< i ~< d. 
Then there exists a basis 
F = (H i ,  . . .  , b/d) 
of random eigenvectors with ui ~ Ei and random eigenvalues Q,(t,.) = ~(t,.)u, with 
2,=E(lnQ~(1,.)), 1 ~<i~<d. 
Remark. To prove Theorem 8, we actually have to work on a slightly extended 
probability triple. As we shall point out briefly, this does not affect generality. We have 
to take (~2, F, P), where 
t~ = {03 = (o~, s l  . . . . .  sd): si E E,(~2)c~S ~ 1, ~o ~ ~o, 1 <<, i <~ d}, 
P the trace of F ® B((S d- 1)a) on I), t3 the probability measure on P with marginal 
P on F for which the family of transformations 
is measure preserving. P exists according to the theorem of Markov-Kakutani and 
Theorem 7. Since we may take as a filtration just the traces of Fs t ® B((S d- 1)a) on 
~, s, t ~ [~, s ~< t, and define 
~,i(o~) := w/(~o), ~(t, o~):= ~ft, ~o), 
1 ~< i ~< m, t 6 ~, the ~, all processes relevant in our analysis up to now do not depend 
on the enlargement parameters. Hence, the results obtained in the preceding sections 
are not affected when passing from (f2, F, P) to (~, F, t3). However, our random basis 
can now easily be chosen by defining F = (ul . . . .  , ua), where ui(dg):= si, ~ ~ ~, 
l <<. i <<, d. [] 
Now for t ~ E, ~0(t, .) written in the random bases F, F(0t), i.e. 
S(t, .)  = F(Ot)-l~b(t,.)F 
is a cocycle which is easily checked to be diagonal, namely, 
Qx(t,.) ... 0 I 
~-(t,.) = " . .  " ) .  
o ... Q~(t,.) 
The question whether ff can also be got by a stochastic differential equation is 
answered by the next theorem. 
Theorem 9. Let F = (ul . . . . .  Ud) be a basis of random eigenvectors of(68). Then (68) can 
be diagonalized by the anticipative transformation Yt = F(Ot)- lxt, t ~ R, in the sense that 
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the diagonal cocycle 
~tt(t, .)(1, Ul) .-- 0 t 
) if(t,.) = F(0,) -1 q'(t, .)V = " ".. " 
0 ... 4 , ( t , . ) ( l ,u~)  
uniquely solves the system of d decoupled linear stochastic differential equations 
dy t =- 
qo(ul(O,)) ".. 0 
: " . .  : 
0 . . .  qo(Ua(O,)) 
Yt dt 
( qi(u~(O,)) ... o 
+~'~ " . . .  • 
i=l  
0 "'" qi(ud(O,)) 
with stationary anticipative coefficients. 
y, o d Wj 
Proof. It remains to prove that 
(~(t, . )Ul ,  . . . ,  ~( t ,  . )Ud) ~( t  , .) = CI)(t, . ) (U l ,  ... , Ud) ,
t ~ ~. In other words, for 1 ~< i ~< d, t 6 ~, we have to establish the equation 
~(t, .)(1, u/)~(t, . )u i  = ~( t , .  )u i .  
But this follows immediately from (70). [] 
Remark. In the situation of Theorem 7 we could actually have applied the weaker 
results of Nualart and Pardoux (1988), or Millet et al. (1992). On tangent spaces of 
manifolds, however, the stronger esults of our Theorems 5 and 6 lead to improve- 
ments. 
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